This article continues the research of [1] . We briefly describe the topics of [1] . The article [1] mainly describes a meta theory of algebraic program models with procedures and the problems of the theory. The meta theory selects models to be studied while the problems are about inves tigating semantic properties of the programs being modelled.
PODLOVCHENKO, MOLCHANOV
We repeat the definitions of all program models under consideration so that there is no need to consult [1] .
PROGRAM MODELS UNDER CONSIDERATION
This section contains definitions of the general case of matrix program model with procedures and of its specific kind, called a gateway model.
Matrix program models are constructed over four finite disjoint alphabets Y, C, R, and P. The elements of the former three alphabets are called operator, call and return symbols, correspondingly. The elements of P are called logical variables, each storing a value from the set {0, 1}. The alphabets Y, C, R, P are called a basis.
Matrix models are comprised of program schemes. Before the definition of a program scheme we introduce a set X: its elements are called states.
A program scheme structurally is a marked finite digraph with the following properties. The graph is divided into vertex disjoint subgraphs. One of the subgraphs is selected as main, others are called proce dural. The main subgraph has a start vertex with no incoming edges and an end vertex with no outgoing edges. Two vertices are similarly selected in each of the procedural subgraphs, called initial and final. Every subgraph has a special loop vertex with no outgoing edges. The listed vertices have no marks. The rest of vertices are marked with symbols from Y, C, R and are called executors, calls, and returns. Each call has a corresponding return that belongs to the same subgraph. All calls are enumerated. Each vertex except start, call, final, and loop vertices has outgoing edges with marks from X. The number of such edges is equal to the size of X. Calls have exactly one outgoing edge that goes to an initial vertex of some subgraph (which is called associated with the call). In that case an edge goes from the final vertex of the subgraph to the return that is corresponding to the call. Each return has only one incoming edge, and this edge is of that type. Initial vertices can have incoming edges from calls only, final vertices can have outgoing edges to returns only. These are the links between subgraphs as all other edges link vertices of the same subgraph.
Figure shows a sample of a matrix program scheme. Here we have {y 1 , y 2 , y 3 } ⊆ Y, {c 1 , c 2 } ⊆ C, {r 1 , r 2 } ⊆ R, P = {p}. The scheme contains one procedural subgraph.
Schemes are executed on a logic valuation function. A logic valuation function is a mapping of the set of all words comprised of symbols in Y ∪ C ∪ R (denoted by H) into the set X. The set of all logic valuation functions is denoted by ᑦ.
Let μ ⊆ ᑦ. A program scheme execution on μ is a traversal of the scheme with a construction of a word from H. This word is called a string. For the unambiguity of path selection a stack of call numbers is used in addition to μ. The traversal starts on an edge from the start vertex of the scheme. If the vertex passed is a call, its number is pushed onto the stack. When passing a marked vertex (executor, call, return), the mark is appended to the right of the string. When passing initial and final vertices, the string does not change. In the latter case a number is popped from the stack, which is not empty, and the traversal continues along the edge leading to the return corresponding to the call with this number. The execution of the scheme starts on the edge going from the start vertex with mark μ(Λ), where Λ is the empty string. When passing an executor, call, initial vertex the function μ is also used. The next edge is then selected with the mark μ(h), where h is the current string. The traversal stops if the end vertex is reached. In that case the scheme has stopped on μ, the constructed string is called execution result on μ. If the execution is infinite or gets to a loop vertex, the execution is unsuccessful, and the result is undefined.
A program scheme with no procedural graphs is called simple. We also call simple a matrix model built over a basis with empty C and R.
Let μ be an equivalence in H and L ⊆ ᑦ. Two schemes Here τ equivalence of strings g 1 , g 2 over the alphabet Y is written as g 1 g 2 . Next we describe how the set of logic valuation functions L is constructed.
In fact, a logic valuation function from ᑦ is a vertex mapping of an infinite tree with marks from X. The tree is a full tree, for each vertex there are |Y| + |C| + |R| outgoing edges, edges are marked with all symbols from Y, C, R. thus each vertex of the tree corresponds to a string comprised of all marks of all edges on the only path from the root to the vertex. The state from X that marks the vertex is the value of a logic valuation function on this string. So a marking of the tree defines a logic valuation function.
Each vertex is a root of its own subtree with all edges marked with symbols from Y. We select all such subtrees that begin with vertices whose incoming edges are marked with symbols from C ∪ R. We mark each of these subtrees with states from X so that this marking defines a logic valuation function from l. The marking on the whole tree then defines a logic valuation function from L, and L is comprised of such func tions only.
That is how the gateway program model with parameters ν, L is constructed.
Further the basis we construct gateway models over is fixed. Logic valuation functions from L are called valid for the model with this parameter.
LIBERISATION PROBLEM IN GATEWAY PROGRAM MODELS
We denote by M the gateway model under consideration. Next we define a liberisation problem in M. Let G be a scheme from M. A route in M is a directed path that begins in the start vertex. A route is a route through the scheme if it ends in the end vertex.
A route is valid if there is a logic valuation function valid in M such that the scheme executes on it along the route.
A scheme G is free in M if each of its vertices except loop vertices belong to some valid route through the scheme G. A liberisation problem is defined as a search for an algorithm that transforms an arbitrary scheme into an equivalent free scheme. If such algorithm is found, the problem is decidable.
We consider a liberisation problem for a particular case of gateway program models, called special pro gram models. These are models induced by a simple model with the parameters τ and l, such that for any strings h 1 , h 2 over Y and for any function τ ∈ l, where μ ∈ l.
In that case the equivalence is loopless and l is τ consistent. We denote by M 1 the special gateway program model, M 0 the inducing simple model. Note that M 0 is a submodel of M 1 .
The main theorem of the section is Theorem 1.
First of all we establish the following statement. Statement 1. The liberisation problem is decidable in M 0 . Indeed, let G be a simple scheme. Since τ is a loopless equivalence and l contains all τ consistent func tions, all paths through G are valid. Thus the scheme can be transformed into an equivalent free scheme by the algorithm that firstly marks all vertices reachable from the start vertex and deletes unmarked verti ces. Next the algorithm performs a backwards marking from the end vertex finding the vertices from which the end vertex is unreachable. All edges that go from such vertices to marked ones are redirected into loop. The vertices are then removed. It is obvious that the constructed scheme is free and equivalent to G. It is easily observable that it is possible to effectively, i.e. algorithmically, find all ancestors of a pivotal vertex. An end vertex has no ancestors, start vertex can have calls and ends as ancestors, call's ancestors are calls and returns, return's ancestors are calls, ends and returns. If a return vertex has a return ancestor, it is not always univocal due to the passing through a final vertex which may have multiple edges to returns.
Every valid route through a scheme from M is a sequence of attached e.paths. Consider the projection of such route on calls and returns. If it is not empty, it is evident that:
1. each call (return) occurrence has a paired corresponding return (call) occurrence, and the call is encountered earlier than the return; 2. there is a pair of corresponding call and return that is not separated by other calls and returns; 3. if there is a call (return) in between of a pair of corresponding call and return, there is a correspond ing return (call) in between as well.
We use these properties in the proof of Theorem 1. Theorem 1 proof. Let G be a scheme from M 1 which is not simple. We describe and algorithm ρ 1 which transforms it into an equivalent free scheme.
On the first stage the algorithm virtually adds edges from calls to corresponding returns in the scheme. Paths from start to end and from initial to final vertices using these virtual edges are then discovered. Such paths are called traces.
According to the notes about valid paths through a scheme, if there are no traces in the main subgraph that contain a call or if there are no procedural subgraphs with traces without calls, the free scheme equiv alent to G is simple. It is empty if there are no traces in the main subgraph. Otherwise it contains only ver tices that belong to e.paths from start to end vertices with all side edges redirected to loop. In such case the algorithm stops with this scheme as an output.
If there are such traces, the algorithm goes to the second step, performing a calls markup. If there are no possible traces in the main subgraph, the desired free scheme is simple and the algorithm constructs it as mentioned before.
Otherwise it selects possible traces that belong to valid routes through the scheme, starting with those in the main subgraph. A trace is selected if it is possible and belongs to a subgraph associated with a call that belongs to a selected trace.
When done, the algorithm moves to the final step, that is, it removes all unfunctional elements. Only procedural subgraphs that contain selected valid traces are preserved. All vertices that do not belong to e.paths from calls in selected traces and from corresponding returns are removed. Edges that lead from preserved vertices to deleted ones are redirected to the loop. The main subgraph is handled similarly, with additional consideration of e.paths from start to end vertices. The desired free scheme is constructed, the algorithm stops.
This concludes the proof Theorem 1.
Further we evaluate the time complexity of the algorithm ρ 1 , concentrating on the estimation of the largest member of the upper bound.
Let G be an input scheme for ρ 1 . It is defined by a matrix of edges, with rows corresponding to vertices and cols corresponding to states from X. We assume that G has no procedural subgraphs without incoming edges and there is at least one procedural subgraph.
Denote by l the number of subgraphs in G, m the number of calls and n the maximum number of exec utors in a single subgraph. Note that l ≤ m + 1.
The algorithm ρ 1 performs the following stages: traces construction, valid traces selection, and removal of unfunctional elements.
In the construction of traces for each vertex v of start, initial, and return type vertices of end, final, and call vertices reachable from v are found. All paths from v that consist of executors and contain no loops are searched. This operation requires for each v operations where b 0 is a constant. Thus the major member of the complexity estimate for traces construc tion is (1) where b 1 is a constant.
During this stage calls and returns that belong to traces are marked in the matrix. The stage ends with removal of all rows that correspond to unmarked calls and returns as well as initial vertices that have no incoming edges. When removing an initial vertex, a final vertex of the same subgraph is removed as well.
Note that for the rest of the algorithm the worst case of complexity is when the matrix remains unchanged, i.e. l, m, n are unchanged. So we consider this case.
The selection of possible traces is performed via searching for rows of initial and start vertices. Suppose that all initially possible traces are discovered. Then the algorithm marks at least one call on each step, so there are no more than m steps. Since no more than l rows are searched on each step, the major member of the estimate of the second stage is (2) where b 2 is a constant.
Finally, the algorithm moves on to the third stage. On this stage the algorithm frees the scheme of unfunctional elements. For start, initial, return vertices simple schemes leading to end, final, call vertices are constructed. The number of such schemes is at most (m + l) 2 . For the construction of such schemes operations are required. Thus the major member of the third step estimate is (3) where b 3 is a constant.
Observing (1), (2), (3) and noting that l ≤ m + 1, the major member of the upper estimate for the com plexity of ρ 1 is where b 4 is a constant.
4. PRIMITIVE PROGRAM SCHEMES The goal of this section is the research of equivalence problem in a special gateway program model. The model is still denoted by M.
The main result is established in Theorem 2.
Theorem 2. If the equivalence problem is decidable for a simple model that induces a special gateway model, it is decidable in the class of primitive schemes belonging to this model.
A free program scheme in M is called primitive if for each pivotal vertex all its ancestors are marked with different symbols. Obviously all free simple schemes are primitive.
Prior to proving Theorem 2 we introduce the following definitions. Let v 1 be a pivotal vertex in M, v 2 be its ancestor. We denote by G(v 1 , v 2 ) a simple scheme that is con structed as following. Only vertices that belong to e.paths of G from v 1 to v 2 are included. If v 1 is a return, it is replaced by the start vertex; if v 2 is a call, it is replaced by the start vertex. The initial vertex is counted as start vertex, the final vertex is counted as end vertex.
Two paths in two schemes of M are called combinable if there is a valid logic valuation function that exe cutes along both paths.
A string carried by a path is a path that is a concatenation of all symbols of vertices in the path, from the beginning to the end of the path.
Two pivotal vertices in two schemes from M are called conjugate if they are ends of combinable paths that carry equivalent strings.
Theorem 2 proof. The proof bases on the following facts that are derived from the definition of free schemes equivalent in M. Consider two equivalent free schemes. Then 1. for each pivotal vertex in one scheme there is a conjugate vertex in another scheme, and if they are calls, the corresponding returns are marked with the same symbol; 2. pairs of conjugate vertices may repeat, but the number of different pairs is finite; 3. if combinable paths end in a pair of conjugate vertices that are not end vertices, the paths can be unambiguously extended to the next pair of conjugate vertices so that results are combinable.
These facts lead to the construction of the algorithm that solves the equivalence of primitive schemes. We denote it by ρ 2 . Suppose that G 1 , G 2 are the input schemes. Then, beginning with the pair of conjugate starts of the schemes, the algorithm ρ 2 for each pair of conjugate vertices does the following. All ancestors of these vertices are found. It is checked that for each ancestor of one vertex there is a similarly marked ancestor of the other vertex. If it is false, the algorithm ρ 2 stops with the answer of inequivalence of schemes. Otherwise there is a one to one correspondence between ancestors basing on its marks since schemes are primitive. The algorithm then checks the requirement 1. If it is not satisfied, the algorithm stops with the answer of inequivalence. Otherwise the list of conjugate vertices is extended with the pairs of ancestors and the algorithm moves on to the next pair. Due to 1, the list is finite and if the algorithm has checked all the pairs without stopping, the equivalence is established and the algorithm stops.
Theorem 2 is proven. In the estimate of the complexity we concentrate on the major member of the upper bound. Let G 1 , G 2 be primitive schemes input to the algorithm ρ 2 . Each is defined by a matrix as described above. Let l i be the number of subgraphs, m i the number of calls, m i the number of calls, and n i the maxi mum number of executors in a subgraph of a scheme G i , i = 1, 2. Let
We denote by ρ 0 the algorithm that tests equivalence of simple schemes in M 0 . Let f(k) be its complexity when it has input schemes with at most k executors, k ≥ 0.
Note that the maximum complexity of the algorithm ρ 2 is reached when schemes are equivalent, so we consider this case.
The algorithm ρ 2 works on every pair of conjugate vertices. There are at most 2m + 1 of them. For each pair three stages are performed: ancestors search, marks check and the test for the equivalence of simple schemes that correspond to ancestors with identical marks.
On the first stage the major member of the estimate is of the form on the second stage it is on the third it is where d 1 , d 2 , d 3 are constants.
These estimates are established the same way as for the estimate of ρ 1 . Finally, the major member of the estimate for ρ 2 is for = m + 1 it is no more than where d is a constant.
CONCLUSION. EQUIVALENCE DECIDABILITY IN SIMPLE PROGRAM MODEL
All of the presented estimates belong to balanced semigroup models with left reduction. Such models were studied in [2] and [3] . Parameters τ and l of a model satisfy the following conditions.
The equivalence ν is semigroup, balanced and has the property of left reduction, that is
• if two strings over Y are τ equivalent, they have equivalent lengths;
• for any strings
The set l consists of all τ consistent logic valuation functions. Let M 0 be a balanced semigroup program model with left reduction. It is proven ( [2, 3] ) that the equiv alence problem is decidable in M 0 with exponential complexity.
This problem has lead to the introduction in [2] and [3] of an additional constraint on τ. τ has a prop erty of right reduction if for any strings h 1 , h 2 , h 3 , h 4 over Y Then the upper bound on the equivalence solving algorithm has the major member of C 5 n 5 logn or C 6 n 4 q(n) logn, where n is the maximum size of the input schemes, q(n) is the complexity of determining τ equivalence of strings of length n over Y, C 5 , C 6 are constants. This result is obtained in [2, 3] .
Finally, commutative program models which are a subclass of balanced program models with left and right reduction, are discussed in [4] . The equivalence τ is defined as follows. A set T is a set of pairs (y 1 , y 2 ) where y 1 , y 2 ∈ Y; the set T must contain all pairs (y, y), y ∈ Y. If a pair (y 1 , y 2 ) is in T, y 1 , y 2 are called com mutative. Two strings over Y are τ equivalent iff each can be transformed into another by transpositions of neighbouring commutative symbols.
There are two separate cases of commutative program models: transitive and non transitive. In the former case if (y 1 , y 2 ), (y 2 , y 3 ) are in T, then (y 1 , y 3 ) is in T.
It is proven ( [4] ) that in the former case the major member of the upper bound for the complexity of the equivalence solving algorithm is C 7 n 2 logn, in the latter it is C 8 n 3 logn. Here n is the maximum size of the input schemes and C 7 , C 8 are constants.
Basing on the estimate for ρ 2 complexity and the provided estimates it is possible to establish estimates for the equivalence solving algorithms in gateway program models induced by the listed classes of simple schemes. 
